COLOR LOGOS

VERTICAL

SUSTAINABLE FUTURES

1A: SusFutures_logo_V_color

HORIZONTAL

SUSTAINABLE FUTURES

1B: SusFutures_logo_H_color

MINIMUM SIZE

SUSTAINABLE FUTURES

.75”

1.25”
1-COLOR LOGOS

VERTICAL

2A: SusFutures_logo_V_black

HORIZONTAL

2B: SusFutures_logo_H_black

VERTICAL

2C: SusFutures_logo_V_white

HORIZONTAL

2D: SusFutures_logo_H_white
COLOR SPECS

**REACTIVE YELLOW**
C-6 M-30 Y-100 K-0
R-238 G-180 B-30
PMS 7409
HTML #eeb41e

**TOTALLY TEAL**
C-85 M-9 Y-45 K-0
R-0 G-178 B-165
PMS 326
HTML #00b2a5

**PRETTY PURPLE**
C-69 M-69 Y-0 K-0
R-102 G-97 B-171
PMS 7669
HTML #6661ab
JAF Domus Titling is a rounded typeface with classical Roman proportions. It is unique in that it was designed as an all-caps sans from the beginning. Designed by Shoko Mugikura and Tim Ahrens and published through Just Another Foundry in 2013.

Available at: Adobe fonts and myfonts.com